QNBFS Alert – Announcement Incrementally Positive; Accumulate with
QR93 Price Target
•Rig rates to be renegotiated 10-15% lower than previous rates. In a press release, Gulf
International Services (GISS) announced that it has taken steps to counter the negative effects from
having 2 of its jack-up drilling rigs go off contract earlier this month. The Msheireb rig has secured new
work that will commence later in June for one firm well with a client option to extend for additional wells.
This same rig has also been shortlisted for a 1 year firm plus 1 year option contract scheduled to
commence in 1Q2016. The second rig that went off contract, Al Rayyan, is also being considered for
work that is scheduled to commence in early 2016. The company also announced that the daily
operating rates reached by GDI after renegotiations with clients will be lower by 10% to 15% vs. its
previous rates and these rates are considered adequate compared to currently prevailing prices in the
global drilling market. GISS further pointed out that these new rates are being set in place with an
understanding that they will be re-visited should crude oil prices start to rise. We had been expecting a
lowering of rates across the board and believe that a 10-15% drop in rates is better than what many
investors were expecting and hence incrementally positive for the stock.
•Adjusting model and lowering price target to QR93; recommending an Accumulate rating on
the stock. We are lowering our offshore rates generally across the board by 15%. Making other model
changes and factoring in 1Q2015 results, we are lowering our price target by 12% from QR106 to
QR93. We rate GISS an Accumulate . We will publish our updated model shortly.
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